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Abstract. On the basis of the magnetogram inver-

sion technique, we study the dynamics of field-aligned 

current (FAC) distribution in the ionosphere of the 

Northern Hemisphere during the equinox, using data 

from the world magnetometer network. During selected 

substorms with an unchanged sign and module of the 

azimuthal IMF component, we have found a change of 

sign of the dawn–dusk asymmetry in the FAC intensity 

distribution. We attribute the change to the diurnal rota-

tion of the geomagnetic dipole axis, the displacement of 

the terminator relative to the polar cap center, which 

caused the polar ionosphere illumination and conductiv-

ity to change. In addition, we have first detected a rapid 

change of the FAC asymmetry sign during the first sub-

storm expansion phase when the terminator was near the 

polar cap center. We assume that such a fast dynamics 

of the FAC asymmetry with the stable IMF azimuthal 

component during the equinox period might have been a 

consequence of the instability of the symmetry position 

of illumination and conductivity of two ionospheres due 

to diurnal rotation and strong interhemispheric asym-

metry of the geomagnetic field, which might have 

caused the interhemispheric current flow. 

 

Keywords: storm, substorm, field-aligned currents, 

dawn–dusk asymmetry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the well-known model [Iijima, Potemra, 1978], 
obtained statistically from satellite data, field-aligned 
currents (FACs) fill two ring regions (low-latitude re-
gion 2 and high-latitude region 1), and near-polar region 
0, located inside the boundary of region 1. According to 
the FAC sign, the system is partitioned into sub-regions 
chequerwise so that in region 1 FACs inflow on the 
dawn side and outflow on the dusk side, whereas in re-
gions 2 and 0 surrounding it they have the opposite sign. 
The result of averaging over a large number of observa-
tions is that the system of FAC regions is symmetric 
relative to the noon-midnight meridian (see a more de-
tailed FAC schematic with mesoscale irregularities in 
[Mishin et al., 2011]). As such, the ionospheric convec-
tion system usually consists of two vortices. During 
disturbances, the dusk vortex is more developed than 
the dawn one. This may be due, for example, to the 
near-terminator ionospheric conductivity gradient 
[Lyatsky, 1978; Atkinson, Hutchison, 1978; Lyatsky, 
Maltsev, 1983]. When geomagnetic activity increases, 
the entire convection system tends to rotate clockwise 
[Senior et al., 1990]. The FAC system also undergoes 
rotation whose direction during a substorm may change 
when passing from the growth phase to the expansion 
one [Mishin et al., 2019]. Several factors are responsible 
for the occurrence of the significant asymmetry in FAC 
and ionospheric convection distribution in both hemi-
spheres and between them, as well as for the occurrence 
of interhemispheric field-aligned currents (IHCs). One 

of the causes for the asymmetry is related to the azi-
muthal component 

By of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). According 

to the open magnetosphere model [Lyatsky, 1978; Cow-

ley, 1981; Lyatsky, Maltsev, 1983; Cowley, Lockwood, 

1992], this IMF component when reconnected with the 

geomagnetic field causes an asymmetry in the distribu-

tion of the geomagnetic field, FAC, and convection in 

the ionosphere with respect to the noon-midnight merid-

ian, as well as a displacement of the polar cap (PC) an-

tiparallel to the IMF azimuthal component By. The theo-

retical conclusions have been confirmed by observations 

(see references in the above studies, as well as in [Mishin, 

1976, Mishin et al., 1992; Shirapov, Mishin 2009; 

Lukianova, Kozlovsky, 2013]. Superposing IMF By on the 

geomagnetic field also leads to the formation of the asym-

metric magnetic convection pattern in magnetotail lobes 

[Cowley, 1981; Tenfjord et al., 2015]. Optical satellite 

observations [Haaland et al., 2017; Østgaard et al., 2018] 

and early MIT results on the dynamics of electric fields 

and currents in two hemispheres [Lunyushkin et al., 2019] 

have shown that the auroral oval and PC in two hemi-

spheres shift in opposite directions, depending on the sign 

of By. Both the FAC asymmetry and the IHC flow are at-

tributed to the IMF By effect. Thus, Stenbaek-Nielsen, Otto 

[1997] have assumed that IHCs in the auroral region pro-

duce the interhemispheric asymmetry in upward FACs. 

IHCs in this case result from the magnetic field shear (dis-

placement, rotation) occurring in the magnetotail due to 

penetration of IMF By, and should primarily depend on its 
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sign. Boroev, Gelberg [2001], Velichko et al. [2002a, b] 

have also observed the IMF By effects: 1) asymmetry in 

the position of the longitude sector of substorm maxi-

mum intensity between the hemispheres; 2) a change in 

the ratio between bandwidths of downward and upward 

FACs as By changes sign. The authors have suggested 

that in the region of break in the dawn–dusk current a 

tail of anomalous resistance, nonstationary field-aligned 

electric field and IHCs, whose direction depends on the 

sign of By, are formed. 

Another possible cause for the asymmetry in the 

convection and FAC distributions is the influence of 

day–night ionospheric conductivity gradients [Lyatsky, 

1978; Atkinson, Hutchison, 1978; Moses et al., 1987]. 

Lyatsky, Maltsev [1983] examined a model with a ter-

minator crossing the PC center and showed that an ab-

rupt change in the conductivity along the terminator line 

causes the dawn–dusk asymmetry in the ionospheric 

convection and FAC distributions. Adding the IMF 

component By produces a displacement of convection 

flows in PC at the local time relative to noon. The com-

bined effect of IMF B𝑦 and dipole tilt has been studied 

in [Reistad et al., 2019]. The authors have found out that 

the PC size is larger at opposite signs of the dipole tilt 

angle and IMF By than in the case when their signs co-

incide. Suvorova [2017] has shown that the difference 

between coordinates of geomagnetic poles in Northern 

and Southern hemispheres induces a strong asymmetry 

in illumination and hence in wave conductivity of the 

polar ionosphere in summer and winter months. Theo-

retical works [Richmond, Roble, 1987; Benkevich et al., 

2000; Benkevich, 2006; Lyatskaya et al., 2014, 2015] 

deal with quasi-stationary models of the electric circuit 

containing a generator and two paralleled ionospheres in 

the winter–summer season. The models predict that 

quasi-stationary IHCs can flow out of the regions with a 

steep conductivity gradient in the summer polar iono-

sphere, especially on the terminator. These IHCs can even 

shape a westward electrojet in the winter unlit ionosphere.  

In the nighttime electric circuit model [Mishin et al, 

2011; Mishin et al., 2016], the generator supplies the paral-

leled ionospheres of two hemispheres, which are addition-

ally connected by region 2 field-aligned currents via partial 

ring currents, through region 1 nighttime cells. This con-

nection at different conductivity in the two ionospheres 

should cause the FAC intensity dawn–dusk asymmetry in 

them, whose sign depends on the season.  

Studying the dawn–dusk asymmetry is still an im-

portant avenue of research in magnetospheric physics 

[Forsyth et al., 2018; Liou, Mitchell, 2019]. The great 

progress in examining the ionospheric convection struc-

ture and dynamics is associated with the implementation 

of the SuperDARN project [Pettigrew et al., 2010]. The 

characteristic time scale of averaging from ~10 min to 1 

hr, which is used in observational data processing, does 

not, however, give an instantaneous picture of iono-

spheric convection and FAC.  

The magnetogram inversion technique (MIT) we 

apply can calculate two-dimensional distributions of 

electric fields and currents in the polar ionosphere every 

minute, providing insight into processes lasting a few 

minutes [Mishin, 1990]. For example, from data on sev-

eral events the authors [Mishin et al., 2019; Mishin, 

Kurikalova, 2020] have revealed a phenomenon of rapid 

disintegration of the FAC system in the pre-midnight 

sector during the winter-type substorm expansion phase 

and associated it with the IHC flow between region 1 

magnetically conjugate cells. In this paper, we delve 

into the dynamics of the FAC distribution asymmetry in 

the equinox season during the extended disturbed inter-

val 02–16 UT with a constant orientation of IMF By 

having a relatively large value (–6 nT <By<–4 nT). 

While there is no seasonal effect in the equinox, during 

the semidiurnal interval between the two substorms of 

interest the diurnal variation in the tilt angle of the geo-

magnetic dipole axis and hence in the illumination and 

ionospheric conductivity has time to manifest itself 

[Mishin, 1976]. The purpose of this paper is to figure 

out how the displacement of the terminator relative to 

the PC center, the change in the area of the sunlit PC re-

gion, the auroral oval, and ionospheric conductivity due to 

the diurnal rotation of Earth influence the dawn–dusk 

asymmetry in the FAC density distribution during the 

equinox. The study on time series of FAC density distribu-

tion maps, obtained by MIT with 1-min increment, has first 

demonstrated the possibility of changing the sign of the 

dawn–dusk asymmetry in the FAC intensity distribution 

for a few minutes during the substorm expansion phase. 

Besides MIT, maps of global FAC density distribution 

(with an option to calculate FAC intensities) can be ob-

tained from AMPERE multisatellite program data [Coxon 

et al., 2018]. The procedure of statistical averaging of ob-

servations at a 10-min interval does not, however, allow us 

to trace the fast dynamics of FAC intensity during the ex-

pansion phase on a global scale. The same is true of the 

most advanced theoretical models of IHC [Lyatskaya et al., 

2015] in the quasi-stationary approximation. 

 

1. GEOMAGNETIC 

CONDITIONS ON APRIL 6, 2000  

The April 6, 2000 event has been studied in several 
papers [Mishin et al., 2010; Mishin et al., 2011, Mishin, 
Kurikalova, 2020]. In this paper, we examine the semi-
diurnal interval before the sudden commencement 
(SSC) of a strong magnetospheric storm recorded at 
16:40 UT. Figure 1 shows variations in solar wind pa-
rameters and variable part of the open magnetic flux 
through PC Ψ1=Ψ–Ψ0. Here, Ψ0 is the magnetic flux 
value before a substorm. The total magnetic flux Ψ 

through PC is ( ) ,В r ds    where B(r) is the dipole 

geomagnetic field at a height of 115 km, and S is the 
polar cap area. During the interval of interest, two sub-
storm activations occurred, with onsets of the growth 

phase at  02:00 and ~12:00 UT. During these activa-
tions, the solar wind dynamic pressure varied insignifi-
cantly (Pd~1–2 nPa), except for a short burst around 
11:30 UT. In the interval of the first substorm, ~02:00 
UT, the southward and azimuthal IMF components en-
hanced. This caused the onset of the substorm growth 
phase. The subsequent sufficiently large negative values 
of the IMF components B z=By~–6 nT were accompa-
nied by a rapid transfer of the magnetic flux to magneto-
tail lobes and hence by an increase in the magnetic flux Ψ  
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Figure1. Variations in IMF components, solar wind dy-

namic pressure Pd, AE index, variable part of the polar cap 

magnetic flux Ψ1 before SSC on April 6, 2000 

through PC. At ~03:10 UT, the expansion phase began — 

a result of the reconnection and subsequent dipolarization 

of the magnetic field in the tail, which appeared as a 

sharp drop in the PC magnetic flux Ψ and as an en-

hancement of the auroral activity indices AL, AE. 

Throughout the interval of the second substorm acti-

vation (12–16 UT), IMF By had steadily negative values 

near By=–6 nT. The slow growth in AE was followed by 

a more rapid increase in Ψ, which began around 13:00 

UT. The IMF component Bz sharply turned northward at 

~13:20 UT and became positive after 14:00 UT. In the 

interval ~12:30–14:35 UT, the AE index increased from 

300 to 660 nT, followed by an increase in the magnetic 

flux Ψ at 13:00–14:15 UT. At 14:15 UT, Ψ began to 

decrease and AL, AE began to increase, i.e. the substorm 

expansion phase commenced. 

 

2. METHOD 

We apply the original version of the magnetogram 

inversion technique (ISTP MIT), developed in the 1970s 

[Mishin, 1990]. MIT uses 1-min geomagnetic data from 

the global network of ground-based stations and can 

calculate not only two-dimensional maps of electric 

potential distribution, integral conductivities, horizontal 

and field-aligned currents, but is also capable of identi-

fying and studying inhomogeneous structures — 

mesoscale cells. MIT also provides a way to explore the 

dynamics of FAC intensities in each region and the dy-

namics of the PC magnetic flux [Mishin et al., 2011]. 

We use MIT for calculating time series of FAC 

density distribution maps with a 1-min increment. 

From these maps we find boundaries of large-scale 

FAC regions R0, R1, R2 (thick black lines in Figure 2),  

 

Figure 2. A map of two-dimensional distribution (geo-

magnetic latitude — geomagnetic local time) of the FAC den-

sity iN in the ionosphere of the Northern Hemisphere. Thick 

black lines indicate boundaries of FAC regions R0+(–), R1+(–

), R2+(–). Signs "+", "–" correspond to downward/upward 

FACs 
 

values of net currents — FAC intensities of both 

signs in each region, as well as the PC area S and the 

magnetic flux  transferred though it. 

Figure 2 gives an example of FAC density distribu-

tion map. In region 1, FAC inflows (outflows) in the 

dawn (dusk) sector; in regions 2 and 0, vice versa. 
 
3. DAWN–DUSK ASYMMETRY 

IN FAC INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 

Using FAC density distribution maps, we plotted 

(Figure 3) variations in the intensity of downward and 

upward FACs in regions 1 and 2 according to the classi-

fication [Iijima, Potemra, 1978] during two substorm acti-

vations at 02–16 UT on April 6, 2000. 

The top panel shows that at 03:35 UT there are sim-

ultaneously maximum AE and intensities of downward 

FAC in region 1 (IR1+) and upward FAC in region 2 (IR2–

) in the dawn sector. At the same time, intensities of 

region 1 upward FACs and region 2 downward FACs in 

the dusk sector are several times lower than in the dawn 

sector. So, in the interval 03:10–04:00 UT during the 

expansion phase, the FAC asymmetry Idawn Idusk takes 

place. FAC distribution of this type [Mishin et al., 

2015b] was named winter-type distribution. 

The bottom panel for the maximum AE index at 

13:30 UT exhibits maximum FAC intensities IR1– and 

IR2+ in regions R1 and R2 in the dusk sector. In the 

dawn sector, meanwhile, IR1+, IR2– are lower. Thus, in 

the interval 10:00–16:00 UT there is the FAC asym-

metry Idusk Idawn. This FAC distribution corresponds to 

the summer-type FAC distribution in the Northern 

Hemisphere [Mishin et al., 2015a]. 

The upper panel to the left also indicates that the in-

tensity of the region 1 downward FAC IR1+ is first lower 

than that of the upward FAC IR1– (to around 03 UT) 

(IR1+<IR1–), and then, in the interval 03:00–04:00 UT it,  
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Figure 3. FAC intensity variations in region 1 (left) and in region 2 (right) in the intervals 02–04 UT (top) and 10–16 UT (bottom) 

 

on the contrary, is much higher than that of the region 1 

upward FAC IR1+>IR1–. Hence, there is a transition from 

the summer-type FAC distribution (in the interval 

02:00–03:00 UT) to the winter-type one (in the interval 

03:00–04:00 UT). 

The bottom panel to the left shows that the intensity 

of region 1 upward FAC exceeds that of downward 

FAC almost throughout 12:00–16:00 UT, i.e. the sum-

mer-type FAC distribution in this interval persists. The 

only exception is a small interval around the FAC max-

imum when intensities of downward and upward field-

aligned currents are equal. A similar symmetrization of 

configuration with increasing magnetospheric activity is 

shown in [Reistad et al., 2018]. 

Let us emphasize once again that at 02–16 UT, i.e. 

during both substorms, azimuthal IMF remained almost 

unchanged, but the sign of the prevailing dawn–dusk 

asymmetry in the FAC intensity distribution changed 

during the transition from the first substorm to the sec-

ond one: from the winter type (Idawn>Idusk) in the interval 

02–04 UT to the summer type (Idusk>Idawn) in the interval 

12–16 UT. 

4. TERMINATOR DYNAMICS  

The plane of the Earth equator is known to make an 

angle of 23° 27 with the orbit plane. As a result, PC is 
sunlit in summer. The opposite situation occurs in win-
ter. During the equinox, half of the Earth surface is sun-
lit, lengths of day and night are nearly equal. Motion of 
the terminator in geomagnetic coordinates and PC illu-
mination are determined by diurnal oscillation of the 
geomagnetic dipole axis relative to the rotation axis. We 
assume that the FAC distribution asymmetry may be 
related to the change in PC and auroral oval illumina-
tion in the events of April 6, which was caused by the 
diurnal rotation of Earth. 

Let us trace the position of the terminator on April 6, 

2000. The tilt angle of the geomagnetic dipole axis tilt, 
which determines the position of the terminator, on 

April 6 varied within –4.72  tilt17.68. It took the 

smallest value tilt =–4.72 at 04:43 UT, the largest val-

ue tilt=17.68 at 16:43 UT. The angle tilt was approx-
imately equal to zero at 01:05 and 08:22 UT. The tilt 
angle of the geomagnetic dipole axis was calculated 
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from the following formula [e.g. Shue, 1993]: 

year=23.4 cos[(DAY–172)2/365 .25];  

day=11.2 cos[(UT –16.72)2/24] ;  

tilt=year+day. 

Here, the tilt angle of the geomagnetic dipole axis is the 

sum of the annual (year) and daily ( day) tilt angles of 

the geomagnetic dipole axis; DAY is the number of day 

in the year. Between 01:05 and 08:22 UT, tilt0 (the 

terrestrial dipole axis is tilted from the Sun), i.e. it is the 

interval of a lower illumination of the Northern Hemi-

sphere (winter). Between 08:02 and 01:05 UT, tilt0 

(the terrestrial dipole axis is tilted to the Sun), i.e. it is 

the interval of a higher illumination (summer). 

The former interval 02–04 UT occurred when the 

PC illumination was lower. In Section 3, we observed a 

change in the asymmetry sign at the onset of the first 

substorm expansion phase (03:10 UT). During this sub-

storm, the dawn–dusk asymmetry changed sign when 

the terminator passed almost through the geomagnetic 

pole (Figure 4).  

While IMF By took negative values from 00 UT and its 

mean value was By–3 nT between 02 and 04 UT, at 

02:50 UT the displacement of the oval and PC relative to 

the noon-midnight meridian was not observed yet, whereas 

at 03:16 UT it could be seen already. This characterizes 

the time of PC response to the IMF By effect. 

The latter interval 12–16 UT happened when PC 

was more sunlit, the terminator was to the south of the 

geomagnetic pole, and the asymmetry Idawn  Idusk pre-

vailed. In this interval, the average modulus of the azi-

muthal component doubled By=–6 nT, with a signifi-

cant displacement of the oval (regions 1 and 2) and PC 

from dawn to dusk (against the direction of By) relative 

to the noon-midnight meridian (Figure 5). 

Figure 6 shows the effect of IMF By0 on the 

duskward displacement of PC, which is more pro-

nounced for the second substorm. Comparison with 

Figure 5 suggests that the dawn–dusk shift of the dusk 

PC boundary becomes smaller. Thus, during the sub-

storm expansion phase there is a tendency for the dawn–

dusk asymmetry to be minimized with respect to the 

noon-midnight meridian. 

Figure 7 depicts variations in the ratio between areas 

of sunlit and unlit PC regions Slight/Sdark. You can see 

(left) that in the interval of the first substorm (02–04 

UT) the areas of the sunlit and unlit PC regions are ap-

proximately equal (Slight/Sdark~1). In the interval of the 

second substorm (12–15 UT), the area of the sunlit PC 

region considerably exceeds that of the unlit region 

(Slight/Sdark>>1). A minimum ratio between Slight/Sdark=2 

is observed near the peak of the second substorm expan-

sion phase (hereinafter: the substorm peak is the maxi-

mum FAC intensity and AE). 

The dipole tilt angle at the peak of the expansion 

phase of the first (03:35 UT) and second (13:30 UT) 

substorms took the following values: 

tilt (03:35 UT)=–4.22°; 

tilt (13:30 UT)=13.93°; 

The difference between the dipole tilt angles at 

03:35 and 13:30 UT is: 

tilt(03:351330 UT)=18.15°.' 

Note an interesting fact: a change in the dipole tilt 
angle and the terminator position between the two sub-

storm activations is only ~18. The ratio between areas 
of the sunlit and unlit PC regions, however, differs con-
siderably due to the fast dynamics of PC during the sec-
ond substorm. 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

We have analyzed two substorm intervals before the 
April 6, 2000 magnetospheric storm. For each of them, 
variations in the intensity of downward and upward 
FACs have been plotted for dusk and dawn sectors of 
each of the three FAC regions. We have shown that 
during the equinox season there are FAC distributions 
of two types we called summer-type FAC distribution 
and winter-type FAC distribution [Mishin et al., 2015b]. 
Recall that in the 02–16 UT interval of the April 6, 2000 
event IMF By<0 does not change sign. There are, none-
theless, two types of FAC intensity distribution in the 
dawn and dusk sectors of the FAC regions (Idawn/Idusk<1 
and Idawn/Idusk>1). Thus, the change of the FAC distribu-
tion type occurs at constant IMF By sign. 

We have examined the dynamics of the tilt angle of 
the geomagnetic dipole axis, the relationship of the dis-
placement of the terminator relative to the pole and the 
degree of PC illumination with FAC distribution. We 
have shown that when the dipole tilt angle is positive 
and the area of the sunlit PC region is more than twice 
the area of its unlit region in R1, R2 the summer-type 
asymmetry Idusk>Idawn occurs (Figure 3 (10–16 UT), 
Figure 7, right; Figures 5 and 6, right).  

During the first substorm activation, the areas of the 
sunlit and unlit PC regions are nearly equal, both types 
of the FAC distribution asymmetry are equally probable 
(Figure 3, top and Figure 7, left), and during the expan-
sion phase the type of asymmetry can be rapidly 
changed. We managed to obtain the fast FAC distribu-
tion dynamics due to the global network of ground-
based magnetometers with 1-min recording speed used 
in MIT. Since, as we noted in Introduction, the time 
resolution of the most expensive satellite project 
AMPERE is 10 min, from its data it is difficult to watch 
the short-term equalizing of the asymmetry we de-
scribed and much less the rapid change of its sign dur-
ing the expansion phase. 

In Introduction, we have described the main factors 

of the occurrence of the dawn–dusk asymmetry in FAC 

distribution: the effect of the azimuthal IMF component, 

ionospheric conductivity irregularities and their at-

tendant IHCs. In the event we considered, IMF By re-

mained unchanged during both substorms, and the 

change of sign of the dawn–dusk asymmetry in FAC 

distribution occurred only in the first substorm with 

nearly equal areas of sunlit and unlit PC regions 

Slight/Sdark~1. We therefore assume that in this case one 

of the possible causes for the rapid change of the FAC 

distribution type is transient IHCs. The possibility of the 

formation of IHCs under equinox conditions due to diur-

nal variation in the terminator position relative to geo-

magnetic poles and the occurrence of inequality between 
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Figure 4. Examples of maps of FAC density distribution, position of the terminator and FAC region boundaries in the late 

growth phase (left) and early active phase of the first substorm (02–04 UT). The PC dawn–dusk shift (against the direction of IMF 

Ву) managed to become stable at the second moment 

 

 

Figure 5. The same as in Figure 4 before and during the growth phase of the second substorm activation at 12–16 UT 

 

Figure 6. Position of the terminator on a FAC density distribution map at the peak intensity of region 1 FAC during the ex-

pansion phase of the two substorms. Moments 03:35 UT (left) in the first interval 02–04 UT (approximately equal light and dark 

PC regions (Slight=Sdark)) and 13:30 UT in the second interval 12–16 UT (Slight/Sdark=2) 
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Figure 7. Variations in the ratio between areas of sunlit 

and unlit PC regions Slight/Sdark during two substorms 

conductivities in two hemispheres has been discussed 
by Benkevich et al. [2000]. We will show qualitatively, 
by analogy with [Benkevich et al., 2000; Mishin et al., 
2019], that even during the equinox the symmetry be-
tween illumination and conductivity of the ionosphere is 
unstable, which may cause IHCs. 

In the global electric circuit containing a generator 
in the magnetosphere and two loads (ionospheres), the 
generator through region 1 supplies via a FAC pair the 
paralleled ionospheres of two hemispheres in the morn-
ing, with currents in the ionosphere flowing along the 
parallel, flowing out of them in the evening, and closed 
on the generator (see Figure 7 in [Mishin et al., 2011]. 
Suppose that during the equinox the terminator is locat-
ed at the center of both PCs, Slight/Sdark=1, and iono-
spheric conductivities of two hemispheres coincide, 
therefore equal currents flow through them. When the 
terminator diverges from the PC center (pole), the 
symmetry is disturbed — the equality between effective 
resistances (conductivities) is violated. At the intersec-
tion with R1, the terminator causes a longitudinal con-
ductivity gradient in it, thereby, in accordance with 
Ohm and Kirchoff laws, causing IHC to flow from the 
Southern Hemisphere with higher conductivity to the 
Northern Hemisphere with lower conductivity through 
the geomagnetic field line with infinite conductivity. In 
the absence of such a longitudinal conductivity gradient 
along the parallel inside region 1, even if there is a 
strong inequality in conductivities between hemi-
spheres, current (i.e. IHC) cannot occur between them 
(see details in Figure 3.2 in [Benkevich, 2006]). IHC is 
a current ensuring a rapid transition to a new distribu-
tion of conductivity and ionospheric currents. If there is 
no desired abrupt change in conductivity along the par-
allel, IHC does not arise. Let us estimate now the order 
of IHC magnitude. Imagine a magnetic flux tube in the 
dusk sector, which connects two magnetically conjugate 
regions of FAC region 1 in the vicinity of the intersec-
tion of the terminator with the region 1 pole boundary in 
both ionospheres. Similarly to [Stenbaek-Nielsen, Otto, 
1997; Mishin et al., 2019]), superimpose IHC flowing 
from the summer ionosphere to the winter one on this 

tube. Such IHC may produce additional downward FAC 
in the winter hemisphere, thereby reducing the observa-
ble total upward FAC in this region, which is associated 
with a weakening of IR1– (see Figure 3) in the winter 
interval 03:05–04:00 UT. Conversely, IHC in the sum-
mer hemisphere may induce additional downward FAC, 
thus increasing the observable total upward FAC (an 
increase in IR1– (see Figure 3) in the summer interval 
02:15–03:05 UT).  

Assuming according to the data from [Lunyushkin et 

al., 2019] that Isummer2 Iwinter, we can estimate the inten-

sity IIHC1/3IR1– (~400 kA at the peak of the substorm).  
Since FACs transfer Alfvén waves [Lyatsky, 

Maltsev, 1983; Kostarev et al., 2021] with a characteris-
tic velocity in the magnetosphere VA=1000 km/s, the 
time of IHC flow from one PC to another in the vicinity 
of the 06–18 UT meridian t~3–5 min, which is compa-
rable to the time of the rapid change in Idusk/Idawn (see 
Figure 3 around 03:10 UT). If we do not assume that 
IHCs flow, it takes FACs in two hemispheres enor-
mously more time to change in the global circuit 
through the magnetotail. It should be noted that 
Slight/Sdark varies within 1 on the interval 02–04 UT (Fig-
ure 7), and besides the rotation of the geomagnetic di-
pole axis an additional factor of the symmetry loss is the 
strong interhemispheric asymmetry in the geomagnetic 
field, which causes the conductivity asymmetry [Suvo-
rova, 2017]. The transition from one FAC asymmetry 
type to another with occurrence of IHC might have 
therefore occurred at any point of the interval of the first 
activation expansion phase. Moreover, it is difficult to 
expect an exact implementation of the proposed mecha-
nism from data obtained in one hemisphere, although 
the idea about the role of transient IHCs in the rapid 
change of FAC asymmetry sign under equinox condi-
tions seems very plausible. 

Now let us turn to our findings about the IMF By ef-

fect on the position of PC (see Figures 4–6), which are 

consistent with the known fact that PC shifts in the 

Northern Hemisphere against the direction of IMF By (to 

dusk), as predicted by the model [Cowley, Lockwood, 

1992] and observations [Mishin et al., 1992; Lukianova, 

Kozlovsky, 2013]. 

Note that during the expansion phase regardless of 

change of FAC distribution asymmetry sign it disap-

pears for a short time. The tendency for the PC dawn–

dusk asymmetry relative to the noon-midnight meridian 

to minimize during the substorm expansion phase is 

well-known, has been used in [Mishin et al., 2011], and 

is also consistent with recent data [Østgaard et al., 2018; 

Lunyushkin et al., 2019]. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Our main results are as follows: 

1. In regions 1 and 2, the dawn–dusk asymmetry in 

FAC intensity distribution changes sing between the 

two intervals on April 6, 2000 for a few minutes during 

the first substorm expansion phase (at Slight~Sdark). 

2. Since IMF By on April 6, 2000 (02–16 UT) remained 

practically unchanged, a possible cause for the reversal of 
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the direction of the dawn–dusk FAC asymmetry is the 

swing of the geomagnetic dipole axis relative to the Earth 

rotation axis, which alters the position of the terminator 

and the degree of PC and auroral oval illumination. 

3. During the substorm expansion phase regardless 
of the change of FAC distribution asymmetry sign, it 
disappears for a short time. 

4. The effect of the IMF negative azimuthal compo-
nent shows up in the dawn–dusk displacement of PC 
(consistent with predictions of the open magnetosphere 
model [Cowley, Lockwood, 1992]) in more than two 
hours after its occurrence at 0 UT. This displacement 
slightly decreases during the second substorm expansion 
phase on April 6, 2000 (12–16 UT). 

5. When the area of the sunlit PC region SlightSdark is 
larger, the summer-type FAC distribution asymmetry 

(Idusk Idawn) predominates. 

6. We assume that in the interval 02–04 UT at equal 

illumination of PC (Slight~Sdark) the rapid change in the 

FAC distribution dawn–dusk asymmetry may be associ-

ated with interhemispheric current flow. The IHC inten-

sity can be estimated as IIHC1/3IR1– (~400 kA at the 

peak of the substorm).  

In conclusion, note that the results about the possible 

effect of the diurnal variation in the tilt angle of the ge-

omagnetic dipole axis on the degree of illumination and 

the rapid change (for a few minutes) of the FAC intensi-

ty distribution sign have been obtained using selected 

events and observational data only from Northern Hem-

isphere stations. We are therefore planning follow-up 

studies with data from two hemispheres. 
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